
Silicon Valley Is Raping Millennials

Millennials are being dot.conned by cult-like 
tech     companies
By Kyle Smith NY POST
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millennials

Why millennials may never give up on socialism

These brands are happy not selling to millennials — for now

Why millennials are such tough customers

Tech startups love millennials. Tasty, tasty millennials who get underpaid, overworked, churned up and 
turned into nourishment for venture capitalists. Millennials are the Soylent Green of the tech world.

As each batch gets mashed up, there’s a long line of new hires eager to be made into the next meal for 
the execs and their billionaire backers, as tech survivor Dan Lyons shows in a scathingly funny new 
book, “Disrupted: My Misadventure in the Start-Up Bubble” (Hachette Books).

Lyons became a strange kind of celebrity a decade ago when he began posting nutty but funny insights 
as “Fake Steve Jobs.” Today he’s a writer for HBO’s brilliant tech comedy “Silicon Valley,” but in 
between he blogged for a Boston tech company called HubSpot and wrote this book about it.

How worried was HubSpot about what secrets would emerge in the book? Very. At the company, three 
top execs were implicated in a scheme to suppress the book, which led to an FBI investigation of 
alleged extortion and email hacking. The FBI closed its investigation with no charges filed. But two 
lost their jobs and a third, the CEO, was reprimanded. In a press release, HubSpot said the personnel 
actions were taken “in connection with attempts to procure a draft manuscript of a book involving the 
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company.”
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HubSpot comes across as a kind of kindergarten cult that plies its young charges with parties, toys, 
naps, playtime — and not much pay. A huge chunk of potential compensation at tech startups comes in 
the form of stock options, which could turn out to be worth nothing but are certainly worth nothing if 
employees get so burned out that they leave before the options vest.

This is part of the plan. Tech firms basically operate like South African gold-mining operations, with 
confident young Tame Impala fans being the bodies thrown into the pit to break their backs digging up 
nuggets. All of the IPO gold, though, goes straight into the pockets of their masters topside.

At HubSpot, every time another bedraggled would-be “world changer” hauled his dejected remains out 
the door, or got fired, the company would say he or she “graduated.”

“Team, just letting you know that Derek has graduated from HubSpot, and we’re excited to see how he 
uses his superpowers in his next big adventure!” a typical email would read. You know, kind of like 
how L. Ron Hubbard didn’t die, he simply “discarded the body he had used in this lifetime.”

‘What is the difference between a loyal employee and a brainwashed cultist?’

 - Dan Lyons

“HubSpot’s leaders were not heroes,” says Lyons, “but rather sales and marketing charlatans who spun 
a good story about magical transformational technology and got rich by selling shares in a company 
that has still never turned a profit.”

Inside HubSpot’s colorful offices — orange, the official color, is everywhere, as is the company logo, 
which to Lyons looks like a sprocket with three phalluses sticking out of it — fun is mandatory. 
Workers, many in shorts and flip-flops, are inordinately proud of the “candy wall” where they can fill 
up on free snacks. Dogs roam the halls. Occasionally, amid a slave-ship galley of workers hunched 
over laptops, a Nerf-ball war breaks out. Conference rooms contain beanbag chairs.



For bike commuters, there are showers upstairs, but too many staffers were using them as sex cabins, 
so a memo went out to discourage that. Oh, and there’s unlimited vacation.

Which turns out to be one of the many traps of HubSpot: Fired employees have no accrued vacation 
time, which saves the company payouts to its “graduates.” Firms with vacation plans are also required 
to set aside cash reserves to cover the cost. HubSpot dodged this cost.
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Like the show “Silicon Valley,” “Disrupted” nails the workings of spastic, hypocritical, delusional tech 
culture, notably:

• Ridiculously grandiose claims. “We’re not just selling a product here,” Lyons was told in training. 
“HubSpot is leading a revolution. A movement. HubSpot is changing the world. This software doesn’t 
just help companies sell products. This product changes people’s lives.”

An exec claims that the biggest companies in Silicon Valley are jealous and that HubSpot has the best 
marketing team in the world. Lyons notes, “I’ve spent years covering Silicon Valley, and before coming
to HubSpot I’d never heard of the company.” Cheerleaders inside the company keep calling its products
“magical.”

The product, Lyons says, is a chunk of buggy marketing software for businesses that HubSpot has yet 
to turn a profit selling. “Our customers,” Lyons notes dryly, “include people who make a living 
bombarding people with email offers.”

Every month, he notes, HubSpot’s customers send out more than 1 billion email pitches. More spam = 
changing the world! Join the spamolution! At HubSpot conferences, attendees are taught tricks like 
using misleading subject lines in spam to trick people into opening the message — lines like, “fwd: 
your holiday plans.”

• Relentless self-congratulation. HubSpammers — sorry, HubSpotters — are told it’s really special to 
work there. A favorite line is that “it’s harder to get hired at HubSpot than it is to get accepted at 
Harvard.”
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Except every place gets way more applications than it has slots to fill. Harvard’s acceptance rate is 
around 6 percent — but at times both McDonald’s and Walmart have hired less than 6 percent of 
applicants. Looking around him, Lyons says the hires are mostly “Mormon-level white” kids straight 
out of college who played sports or joined fraternities or sororities.

• An all-pervading sinister air. Calling HubSpot a “startup cult” and comparing it to Scientology, Lyons 
notes that employees have to wear rubber bracelets containing transponders, which are needed to lock 
and unlock doors when moving around HQ. Which means, of course, that the Company is tracking you 
at all times. The Company also gives employees a lengthy, pseudoscientific, entirely scary-sounding 
personality test (devised by a crackpot whose claim to fame was creating the Wonder Woman comics). 
All of this sounds kinda like the bizarre questionnaire Scientologists take while grasping tin cans.

So eager are innocent young bunnies to comply with the unique language, rituals and culture of this 
happy-face corporate police state that “drinking the Kool-Aid,” while a trite phrase in Silicon Valley, is 
scarily apposite. “What is the difference between a loyal employee and a brainwashed cultist?” asks 
Lyons. “Perhaps by accident, or perhaps not, tech companies seem to employ techniques similar to 
those used by cults.”

Groovy young techies, you’ve been played. Tech startups are one gigantic millennial meat-
grinder.

A 128-slide PowerPoint presentation that describes HubSpot culture (one slide says “team > 
individual”) describes “a kind of corporate utopia . . . where people don’t worry about work-life    
balance because work is their life.” No one, Lyons emphasizes, ever jokes about any of this stuff.

• Unyielding death-grip on childhood. The company’s chief technology officer announces he’s bringing
a teddy bear to meetings and invites everyone else to do the same. On Halloween, everyone comes to 
work in a wacky costume so the company can do a group photo captioned, “We dare to be different.”

To convey the feeling that life means carrying on campus goofiness indefinitely, training sessions are 
held by “marketing professors” and “faculty” belong to “HubSpot Academy.” Beer taps are installed in 
the kitchen. The worst thing you can say is that “at my last company, we used to do it this way,” 



because that implies you’re a grownup with experience instead of a peppy little lamb seeing the world 
with fresh, dewy eyes.

After serving as technology editor for Newsweek, and with decades’ experience, Lyons finds his intern-
age boss is a guy with only one previous job (an entry-level gig doing sales for Google). People 
constantly talk about imaginary friends such as “Mary,” a marketing person they think of as their 
typical customer. Mary has a detailed persona: She has an MBA from Babson; she’s 42, has two kids 
(10 and 6), etc. One Friday, Lyons discovers a group of employees sprawled out on the carpet making 
“ghastly” paintings on poster board. After a while, Lyons’ children send him off to work mornings with 
the words, “Have a good day at kindergarten, Daddy!”

• Chaos. The marketing department at HubSpot features so much personnel churn that it acquires the 
nickname “the French Revolution.” Employees disappear without warning. The human resources 
people have no clue how to discover talent, asking potential hires, “How weird are you, on a scale from
1 to 10?” Applicants with proven job skills get ignored because, Lyons says, they’re in their 50s and 
HubSpot prefers young know-nothings.

Due to what Steve Jobs called a “bozo explosion,” mediocrities hire even more mediocre people to 
work under them. All of these worker bees bustle around doing nonsense work such as creating would-
be viral videos that vanish into the void. “Watching this video gave me cancer,” a viewer said in a 
comment on one such video, a parody of “What Does the Fox Say?”

A young blogger suggests guiding customers to more traffic by running ideas through a Blog Topic 
Generator. On the receiving end of this genius idea was a customer of HubSpot who worked for a 
hospital and was promoting cervical-cancer awareness. She complained that the BTG was spitting out 
ideas such as “Why We Love Cervical Cancer (And You Should, Too!)” and “Miley Cyrus and Cervical
Cancer: 10 Things They Have in Common.” After that, notes Lyons, “The BTG is never spoken of 
again.”

For no apparent reason, staffers in Lyons’ department are asked to stay all night to work on ideas in a 
“hackathon,” as though fatigue is going to make dumb ideas any better. “Who’s in charge?” Lyons 
wonders. “Nobody. Everybody. One day, we are told the company will focus on big enterprise 
customers and that this decision has been etched in stone and will not change. Two weeks later, we’re 
going back to selling to small businesses.”

Yet HubSpot and many similar tech startups have certainly found a winning formula: a handful of 
founders and venture capitalists get rich — HubSpot, after its 2014 IPO, sports a value of $1.5 billion 
— without making a dime in profit.

What matters is “scale,” which you create by hiring people right out of college and making work seem 
fun. Give them foosball and beer, plus cultishly reinforced propaganda oozing with blather about how 
“you can make the world a better place” and you will secure, Lyons writes, “an endless supply of bros 
who will toil away in the spider-monkey room, under constant, tremendous, psychological pressure, for
$35,000 a year. You can save even more money by packing these people into cavernous rooms, 
shoulder to shoulder, as densely as you can. You tell them you’re doing this not because you want to 



save on office space but because this is how their generation likes to work.”

Groovy young techies, you’ve been played. Tech startups are one gigantic millennial meat-grinder.

TOKYO (Reuters) - Japan is witnessing a record number of compensation claims related to death from 
overwork, or "karoshi", a phenomenon previously associated with the long-suffering "salary man" that 
is increasingly afflicting young and female employees.

Labor demand, with 1.28 jobs per applicant, is the highest since 1991, which should help Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe draw more people into the workforce to counter the effect of a shrinking 
population, but lax enforcement of labor laws means some businesses are simply squeezing more out of
employees, sometimes with tragic consequences.

Per filed lawsuits, these companies abuse workers, psychologically manipulate young naive people 
with Google “mindfulness classes” and “group alignment thinking training” not unlike Scientology, fire
workers who question the party line, sexually abuse and pressure interns and young workers for sexual 
services, have been murdered by prostitutes, promise workers upside that they know does not exist and 
spy on their own workers. Companies like Google force employees into cult-ish trainings and control 
the food, transport and media of the employees in order to contain them within their subverted “walled-
garden”. Eric Schmidt, of Google, was even caught ordering the “no poaching conspiracy” against over
10,000 workers, in the famous “no poaching class action lawsuit” which Google, and other tech 
companies lost



Why Alton Sun thinks that VC Tim Draper and the Silicon Valley Douchebags suck
Quail Eggs

- The abuse of naive young millenials

By Conrad Turner- DU

“Life is a series of calibrations”, says Alton Sun. He goes on to say: “Currently, the greatest and most 
scalably sustainable form of happiness is that which is felt through others.  Intelligent design appears to
be society's current bottleneck - why does google's ranking cater to click-bait? Why doesn't linkedin 
facilitate conversations via prepopulated messages based on similar interests?  Why not surface 
commonalities and present those in a form of a serendipitous proposals to meet with friends when 
Facebook and google know what I like, where I'll be when, and who else is nearby?”

Alton wants to talk to folks in Silicon Valley about what happens to the millions (20+% of America) 
that will soon be unemployed when self-driving cars will do 100x the work for 10x the price/year?, 
about why doesn’t Facebook notify us when we’re spending an unhealthy amount of time on it?, about 
investing cognitive bandwidth like consuming food (self care/veggies, momentum of wealth/protein, 
love/fruits and sweets) and about what the rest of the world do as China births super humans that are 
smarter, faster, and more robust than us in every way? (Largely due to their willingness to experiment 
on human embryos) and can we get Peter Thiel’s company to grow BIGGER super humans?

Alton Sun wrote a notorious article about how venture capitalist Tim Draper was a cult leader and a 
douchebag who had created a “University” which he said was just a temple of self-glorification. Mr. 
Draper black-listed Sun, in Silicon Valley, according to Sun’s associates.

Alton exists for the purpose of “distilling mental models for navigating difficult conversations with our 
parents, our lovers, and with our internal emotions.” Mr. Sun felt that his public conversation with Tim 
Draper was one of those “difficult” conversations through which Sun and Draper had to navigate. It 
may be that the hatred they share has, indeed, brought them closer; not so much in a gay closeted 
Silicon Valley Gawker Expose’ way but in a brother-on-brother, rolling around on a slippery sheet, 
loving, bear wrestling kind of way. Both may now respect the power and peacockery of the other while,
at the same time, wanting the other to jump off a building.

While Tim Draper is a Tesla and Obama financial backer, he will not pull any punches when it comes 
to his disdain for the outspoken Sun. Tim Draper may have been covertly behind many of the solar 
power schemes in the Department of Energy Cleantech Crash, but this is a Sun-related disaster that 
Draper may not be able to buy his way out of.

ALTON SUN’S BUDDIES SUPPORT ALTON:
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Simone Syed

Founder & Managing Partner, Velorum Capital

Max Song

Data Scientist, Entrepreneur, Schwarzman Scholar

•

Jacob Cole

Cofounder at IdeaFlow

•

Emily Brennan

Marketing Manager at Qimple

Jose' De Dios

Mentor, Advisor, Investor at Startups Showcase Group

•

Jack Haldrup

Founder & CEO at Dr. Squatch Soap Co.

•
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